
Finally all shows have a powerful musical content, arrangements are composed, created and sometimes even sung by 
Wayne himself, further exploiting the fun and uniquely original side to these Look-Listen And Learn presentations.

INTRODUCTION : Welcome to the Travel show with a difference! A more down to earth approach at consumer level, 
were viewers can enjoy the beautiful visuals but still feel they can achieve the same level of  excitement on their vacation as the 
participants, each show will have a selection of  desirable destinations and cruises, recorded in a personal documentary style like 
a family video of  the event, containing a mixture of  humorous and serious content, occasionally intimate, informative yet not so 
glossy it is unbelievable, sometimes it may not be what you expect, but that is the element that makes this reality show original.
More than that, with a few simple Hints & Tips on photography, we will also show you how to capture and bring home some 
beautiful images of  those fantastic holiday vacations to share with your friends and family, memories for you to continually cherish.

We want you to have fun on your holiday vacation, but more importantly to us, we want you to have a fabulous 
record of  the event with the minimum of  effort, our visual presentations will hopefully help you achieve this.
We are not talking any sales here or difficult learning technique, just simple hints and tips with your own digital
camera, camcorder or even the ubiquitous mobile phone, that would be your cellphone for our American viewers.

Each programme will have a variety of  sections that will make up a fun filled time for all, for instance.
“Travel with Wayne” will feature “Desirable Destinations” followed by “Hints & Tips to Get Better Pics”
a visual learning section, “Cruise with Wayne” will feature some great cruise ships and their destinations,
followed by “Capture Cruising Moments”, then if  we still have some time left we will introduce “Road Trip”
a series of  one off  surprise destinations, with a variety of  subjects, which could be any event and anywhere!

PRESENTER : Wayne Paulo will present the show, an author photographer and lecturer, he has travelled all his life 
and for the last thirty years has been a professional photographer, his portfolio features some beautiful locations and 
some fascinating events, coupled with his lifestyle video journals recorded by his partner Estelle and
artistic input from his daughter, Creative Director Danielle they complete this wonderful series.

REGULAR CONTENTS :
(1)    “Desirable Destinations”  -   Beautiful locations to visit across the Americas and Europe.
(2)    “Hints & Tips to Get Better Pics”  -  Simple Look-Listen and Learn Videos.
(3)    “Cruise with Wayne”  -   A personal and unique Cruise Journey on board with Wayne.
(4)    “Capture Cruising Moments” - Wayne’s actual photography shows how easy it is to Get Better Pics.
(5)    “Road Trip”     -    Could be an unusual event or surprise location - may only be shown ocasionally.

Beautiful landscapes vibrant sunsets
photographed in Europe and USA by 
Wayne himself, typical of  the pictures
shown in “Travel with Wayne”.
The subtleties of  composition and
framing images become a Travelling 
adventure in themselves and will inspire 
people to travel and get better pictures. 

Travel with Wayne and

“These shows will encourage people to have fun filled vacations and improve their picture taking
along the way, leaving them with lasting reminders and encourage return visits!

Would you like Wayne to explain anything? Want some more information? Have any questions?”

You can contact Wayne at: wayne@getbetterpictures.com


